Post-combustion amine scrubbing is a highly integrated process that uses extensive material and energy recycling to reduce costs and increase efficiency. As a result, the process variables exhibit a fast time scale at the unit level associated with the large recycle flows and a slow time scale at the plant level associated with the small feed and product flows. A reduced order model was developed for the system, and the material balances were demonstrated to be in nonstandard singularly perturbed form. Only the stripper vapor mole fractions evolve exclusively on the slow time scale in this model form; all other model states have both slow and fast components. By applying a variable transformation, the model is arranged into standard singularly perturbed form. The slow states in this form are the overall process material hold-ups as well as the stripper vapor mole fractions. An effective control strategy for the process should control the CO 2 removal rate and overall system inventory on the slow time scale using the small stripper overhead flowrate and a cascaded level setpoint controller, respectively. We show that attempting to control CO 2 removal rate with the large solvent recycle rate will likely lead to an ill-conditioned controller.
Introduction
The general trend in the chemical industry is the development of increasingly integrated process designs that use extensive material and energy recycling as well as minimize the overall chemical inventory. With large capital and operating costs, post-combustion amine scrubbing adheres to this trend. After the amine solvent has absorbed CO 2 from the flue gas, it is regenerated at high temperature and completely recycled back to the absorber. Most of the sensible heat from the thermal swing process is recovered either through direct contact packing or a cross heat exchanger. Designing an effective plantwide control strategy of processes with recycle streams is often complicated and is much less studied than systems without recycle [1] . An early solution in the process industry to reduce disturbance propagation in recycle systems was to install large surge tanks between interacting process units [2] . Large surge tanks are unlikely to be acceptable in amine scrubbing because of the added capital cost, along with oxidation, solid solubility, and safety issues associated with large amine hold-ups. Therefore, any storage tank in the plant will not be able to effectively dampen disturbances that propagate through the recycle streams.
In order to develop a plantwide control strategy for recycle systems with minimal inventory, the multiple time scale behavior that emerges as a result of material and energy recycling must be taken into consideration. There are two distinct time scales that exist in the amine scrubbing process dynamics: a fast time scale at the unit level associated with the large recycle flows and a slow time scale at the process level associated with the small feed and product flows. The time scales of the process variable will be identified using singular perturbation theory. Standard singularly perturbed model form is shown in Equations 1-2, where ζ represents the slow variables, η the fast variables, and ε is some small parameter. Arranging the model of the amine scrubbing system in this form allows for the systematic identification of slow and fast variables. In the limit where ε → 0, the left hand side of Equation 2 becomes zero and the fast variables are approximately at steady state [3] .
(1)
The objective of this work is to develop a reduced order model (ROM) with adjustable parameters that adequately represents the physical behavior of the true plant. The ROM is used for process simulation and time scale analysis. The ultimate goal of the ROM is its implementation in a model-based controller, which will be considered in future work. 
Nomenclature

Reduced Order Model Development and Validation
The model developed in this work is for the advanced amine scrubbing process using 8 molal (m) aqueous piperazine (PZ) described in Fig. 1 [4] . The ROM is nonlinear and based on first principles. Simplifications (discussed in the following paragraphs) have been made to the full first principles model, which results in a ROM that is appropriate for time scale analysis and use in a model-based controller. The ROM differential equations are given in Appendix A. The absorber (AB) and stripper (ST), which contain structured packing, are modeled using constant rate-based mass and energy transfer coefficients that are multiplied by a driving force between the bulk liquid and bulk vapor (Equations 3-4).
In the AB, the CO 2 mass transfer coefficient implicitly accounts for the rate enhancement due to chemical reaction. Equation 3 shows that bulk convection between the liquid and vapor is ignored. While ignoring bulk convection is a good assumption in the AB since the gas is mostly inert, it may cause deviation from the true Table 1 . ROM inputs, disturbances, and parameters.
Inputs and Disturbances behavior of the plant in the ST. The heat transfer coefficient in Equation 4 is proportional to the H 2 O mass transfer coefficient through the Chilton-Colburn analogy. The AB and ST packing are coarsely discretized into well-mixed segments for material and energy balances, which greatly reduces the number of model states compared to a finely discretized plug-flow regime. Liquid and vapor molar hold-ups at each segment are assumed to be constant, eliminating the total material balance in the columns. Tanks, including the absorber sump (SU), flash tank (FT), and lean storage tank (LS) are treated as well-mixed equilibrium stages within the system. They each have material and energy balances on only the liquid hold-up. The main cross exchangers (CX1 and CX2) are assumed to exchange only sensible heat. This is likely a bad assumption for CX2 since flashing is known to occur in the rich solvent on the cold side of the exchanger. The ST and bypass exchanger (CX3) allow energy to be recovered from water vaporized in the FT by heating the bypass streams. It is assumed that heat is applied directly to the FT using steam from the power plant; the steam provides some sensible heat (ΔT ~ 5 °C) and most of the latent heat requirement of the process. The trim cooler (C1) and overhead condenser (C2) are treated as perfect heat exchangers: the lean solvent fed to the absorber is always at 40 °C and all of the water vapor is condensed out of the overhead gas.
Everywhere in the system, PZ is assumed to be nonvolatile and N 2 and O 2 are treated as insoluble components. Thermophysical parameters such as molar density, heat capacity, and heat of absorption are assumed to be constant. Enthalpy and vapor-liquid equilibrium are calculated using the procedure described in Walters et al. [5] . Table 1 summarizes the parameters used in the ROM. The transfer coefficients in the AB are determined by minimizing the square error of the CO 2 mole fraction and temperature profiles between the ROM and a rigorous Aspen Plus ® model [6] under the same conditions using 50 stages. In a true plant, uncertain parameters such as these could be found through a system identification. The AB column profiles of the Aspen Plus ® and ROM are compared in Fig. 2 . The ROM achieves an 86% CO 2 removal rate, while the Aspen Plus ® model is designed for 90%. The largest absolute error in the temperature profile is 2.9 °C.
Time Scale Analysis
Material Recycle Number
A time scale analysis was performed on the ROM of the amine process based on the work of Baldea and Daoutidis [7] . Only the material balances have been considered here; energy recycle will be addressed in future work. Fig. 3 shows a rate-based AB where CO 2 is transferring into the solvent from the flue gas at all k segments. The recycle flowrate, F V1 , is much greater than the amount of CO 2 fluxing into the system. Furthermore, the flowrate of CO 2 in the lean solvent entering the AB is higher than the flowrate of CO 2 in the flue gas. A material recycle number, Rc, is defined in Equation 5 as the ratio of the large recycle flowrate to the small feed flowrate. 
The CO 2 flux is generally expected to be greatest at the bottom of the column, so the flux at the bottom segment is selected for the recycle number definition. An important implication of this selection is that the transfer rates at other segments of the column are of the same order of magnitude or less. The recycle number is substituted into the ROM described in Appendix A. For convenience, other dimensionless quantities have been defined in Table 2 . Table 2 . Scaled quantities substituted into ROM.
Manipulated Inputs
Nonstandard Singularly Perturbed Model
After making the substitutions from Section 3.1, the model takes the form of Equation 6: (6) where is the state vector, are the small inlet or outlet flows, are the large internal flows, is a vector of small flows which are a functions of the states, and and are matrices of appropriate dimensions. Equation 6 is referred to as nonstandard singularly perturbed form. Unlike the standard form given in Equations 1-2, the variables are not explicitly separated into slow and fast time scales in the nonstandard form. Equations 7-20 show the amine scrubbing ROM from Appendix A (excluding the energy balances and AB vapor material balances) in the form of Equation 6. . All other state variables have both slow and fast components. Fig. 3 demonstrates the pseudo-open loop response of the process to a 10% step reduction in flue gas rate after one hour of steady state operation. The total material balances (Equations 12, 15, and 18) render the system open loop unstable, so perfect level control is assumed in the SU, FT, and LS during the simulation. It is also assumed that the water makeup rate is perfectly controlled so the LS concentration is always 8 m PZ. The AB liquid mole fractions (Fig. 3a) have an initial fast response at the unit level as the amount of CO 2 entering the system is decreased. The fast response is followed by a slow transient period as the system approaches a new steady state. The ST vapor mole fractions (Fig. 3b) are only affected by the small outlet flowrate and therefore only demonstrate a slow response to the step change. 
Standard Singularly Perturbed Model
In model-based control of a process with time scale multiplicity, the process model needs to be explicitly separated into fast and slow variables [8] . The SU, FT, and LS unit inventories must be stabilized based on the fast time scale, so it is assumed that there is a linear state feedback controller for the tank levels that manipulates the tank effluent flow. Since the energy balance has not yet been taken into consideration, it is also assumed that there is a state feedback law for the exiting cross exchange temperatures (T CX1,h and T CX3,h ) that manipulates the bypass flowrates. The feedback control laws are given in Equations 21-25, which show that the large flowrates are now a function of the states. 
where is a full column rank matrix and is a matrix with linearly independent rows [9] . The variable transformation T(x) in Equation 27 is applied to explicitly separate the ROM into slow and fast states: 
where are the slow states, are the fast states, and the subscript total denotes the total system molar hold-up. This transformation allows the ROM to be arranged in the form of Equations 1-2, and shows that the total molar hold-ups also evolve on the slow time scale in addition to the stripper vapor mole fractions. Fig.  4 demonstrates the step response of the total system CO 2 hold-up has only a slow component. The steady state liquid residence times in the AB, SU, FT, ST, and LS are 0.3, 3.2, 1.1, 0.02, and 0.9 minutes, respectively, while Fig. 4 shows that the time constant of total CO 2 inventory is ~32 minutes. The total plant inventory time constant is an order of magnitude higher than the individual unit operation residence times because of the material recycle occurring in the process. Fig. 4 . Pseudo-open loop response to a 10% decrease in flue gas flow after one hour for the total CO2 inventory.
Proposed Control Structure
The overall control objective of the amine scrubbing process is to maintain a desired CO 2 removal rate while minimizing energy use. Additionally, the total material holdup must be stabilized. Based on the singularly perturbed model form, both of these control objectives are related to the slow time scale. In the previous section, state feedback control laws were proposed for the large internal solvent flows in order to stabilize the system on the fast time scale. The only remaining manipulated variable for the slow time scale objectives is the stripper overhead flowrate (F V5 V ). F V5 V is closely tied to the flowrate of CO 2 out of the process, so it should be used to control the removal rate. Since there are no more remaining manipulated variables, the total inventory setpoint can be manipulated by changing the level setpoint on the LS. This structure cascades the fast time scale level control objective with the slow time scale total inventory objective.
Previous work has proposed controlling the removal rate with the large internal recycle flow [10] . However, this strategy will likely lead to an ill-conditioned controller based on the time scale analysis since the slow time scale has not been addressed. Oscillations in stripper pressure were observed by Ziaii when the removal rate was controlled using the solvent flowrate [11] . The control structure proposed in this work is summarized in Table 3 . A state space realization of the slow time scale for use in a model-based controller can be achieved by taking the limit ε → 0 (corresponding to infinite recycle) in Equations 1-2. This control structure will be evaluated in future work. 
Conclusions
Two time scales exist in the amine scrubbing process dynamics as a result of material recycling. The ROM developed for the time scale analysis and model-based control was compared to a rigorous Aspen Plus ® Rate-Sep model. The temperature profile of the ROM is within 2.9 °C of Aspen Plus ® model and CO 2 removal rate is within 4%. The time scale decomposition shows that the stripper vapor mole fractions and total system inventories evolve on the slow time scale only. Therefore the CO 2 removal rate and total material hold-up should be controlled using the small stripper overhead flow and fast time scale setpoints. Controlling CO 2 removal with the large solvent recycle flowrate will likely lead to oscillations in process variables. The energy balance for the cross heat exchangers is given in Equations 45-50, where the energy flux, , is calculated by multiplying the overall heat transfer coefficient by a log mean driving force. 
